Introduction
Let C be a compact non-singular algebraic curve imbedded in a 2-dimensional complex manifold S. In this paper we consider the following problem:
Under what conditions does there exist a non-constant holomorphic function defined on a small neighborhood of Cl
The signature of the normal bundle N c is not sufficient to solve our problem (see, Table in § 6 and Theorem 2 in § 5). Hence we have to introduce the concept of a regularly half pseudoconvex neighborhood system of C (for definition, see (1.1)). Then the necessary and sufficient condition is given in the following Main Theorem. There exists a non-constant holomorphic function defined on a neighborhood of C if and only if either (1) JV C <0 or (2) NC is of finite order (for difinition, see § 1) and C has a regularly half pseudoconvex neighborhood system. Therefore we can conclude that our problem is completely solved by using the normal bundle and pseudoconvexity of a neighborhood system of C. Detailed results will be summarized in Table in  §6. The author would like to express his gratitude to Professor S. litaka for his encouragement during the preparation of the present paper. § 1. Notations First we recall terminology on complex line bundles. Let £ be a complex line bundle on S which is expressed as E = {f^} with respect to some open covering {U^} of 5. 0(E) (resp. ff(E)) denotes the sheaf of germs of holomorphic (resp. C°°-differentiable) sections of E. A metric {a^} of £ is a system of positive C°° -functions a A We remark that in (2.3), {a K =l} can be chosen as a metric of [C] and so the necessity part of Main Theorem is hereby proved.
Corollary (2.4). // there exists a curve C on S such that N c is positive or N c is of infinite order, then §3. Holomorphtc Foliations and Regularly Half Pseudoconvexlty
Let @ be a 1-dimensional holomorphic differential system on S. and taking (3.5) into account, we see that a k>Q = Q (k=l, 2,...). This shows that F and the first and the second terms of the right hand of (3.4) can be divided by R^ and its quotient is a C°°-function on l/ A . Thus Sa fe (l^A)zJ must be also divided by R^ and its quotient also must be a C°°-function on t/ A . Consequently we obtain that a kJ = Q(k=l, 2,... and j = 0, !,...)> which imply 
where co = ^R A , which is denoted by J^F.
Corollary. Under the assumption in Theorem 1, F and {/ A/ J can be expressed as follows: } 5 which may be assumed to be a small disk. First from (3.6) and (3. The proof is easy. 
Proposition (4.2). // C has a regularly half pseudoconvex neighborhood, then there exists a metric {a^} on V E and a system of local coordinates (Z

Accordingly
R(P} = 'R)
for e£/nl/.
We define {^(tf,)} by (pM^tMRi. Then (^CR^O everywhere.
In view of R^p) = (px(f^(R^'^n(p))
for pel7 A nl/ M? we obtain which implies that {a A/i } is equivalent to [C] . It is easily seen that fl A = fl A |<£ A | 2 satisfies the assertion (2) We remark that {/=0} = /cC. § 5. Examples
In this section we consider two examples due to H. Grauert [2] and M. Otuki [7] respectively. 
Theorem 2. (1) // E is of finite order, then & is globally integrable and @(T e ) = @(D) where D is the unit disk. (2) // E is of infinite order, ^ can never be a closed foliation and 0(T e ) = C.
Proof. By regularly half pseudoconveity of T B9 (1) is a direct consequence of Main Theorem. For the proof of (2) assume that !F would be a closed foliation. Then a leaf y p through peT E nn~1( cP=fiA"
Then we have a k-fold unramified covering manifold T £ . The natural projection is denoted by co. By construction there exists an unramified covering C over C, o>': C-»C 5 such that T e coincides with a tubular neighborhood of (»'*(£). Then co'*(JE) admits a trivial section, which contradicts the assumption of infinite order. For the proof of the second part of (2) we consider /e0(T e ). Since |/^| = 1,/ can be expressed as follows: Remark. In Example 1, C has always a regularly half pseudoconvex neighborhood system T fi . This implies that regularly half pseudoconvexity is not a sufficient condition for the existence problem. Also g (2) = co*(g) can be written as follows:
Using a suitable linier transform in C 2 we may assume that g (1) and g (2) are | n t j ie following form: Set G^1^^1)": neZ} and G( 2 > = {^( 2 )": /ieZ}, then Ng = l can be proved as follows: ^ = z 2 (m+1) rfz 1 /\dz 2 is a meromorphic 2-form on W which is invariant by G. So \l/ can be seen as a form on S. This implies that the canonical line bundle K s of S can be written as follows: §6.
Conclusions and Remarks
By the discussions above we obtain (1) if N c is negative, C has an s-pseudoconvex neighborhood system V E and there exists a 2-dimensional normal Stein space F* satifying <TO = W) by (2.2), (2) if N c is positive, by (2.2) C has an s-pseudoconcave neighborhood system and 0(F e )^C by (2.5), (ii) if N c is of infinite order, then 0(F £ )^C by (2.5). Theorem 2 shows that there exists a curve CcS having a regularly half pseudoconvex neighborhood system even if N c satisfies the condition of infinite order.
We summarize these results in the following 
Remark 1. When a compact curve C with N C >Q is imbedded in a 2-dimensional compact compex manifold S, S must be a projective algebraic manifold. Moreover, for any neighborhood F of C, SuT(S).
Remark 2. Let C be a compact curve which has a pseudoconvex neighborhood system V p = {F<p} where F is a certain pseudoconvex function on a neighborhood of C. Moreover, suppose that C is of infinite order. Then 0(F p )^C, but there exists many meromorphic functions on V p for a small p. In fact, making p smaller, we may assume that there exists a divisor C which is transversal with C. In the similar manner as in (2.2) we see that [C]>0 for a small constant p. Using Nakano's theorem [4] , we see that there exists a positive integer n 0 satisfying H*(V P , 0([C]")) = 0 for q^l and n^n 0 . Then V p can be imbedded by sections of [C]" in a project]ve space. This shows that V p is meromorphically separable.
Remark 3. In the case of a non-singular non-compact curve imbedded in S, it can be proved that it has always a Stein neighborhood system by using H. Grauert's Lemma (see, H. Grauert [1] , p. 340, Satz 5).
